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02   EDITORIAL    

#    A warm welcome to the pages of the 150th issue of the NEW VOICE OF GOR !

In about four days, at dawn, on the first day of En'kara, in the name of the city, all 
administrators or Ubars on Gor will greet the sun, welcoming it on the first day of the New 
Year.

This is the last issue of the NEW VOICE OF GOR of the year 10164 contasta Ar. We will start 
volume four now - in the year 10165 from the founding of Ar.  

In Torvaldsland we have had the  Rune-Priest Year 1048. In Port Kar it was the year 45 of the 
Sovereignty of the Council of Captains. 10164 contasta Ar - that is the year 2054 after the 
Solk War in the Tahari desert.

Issue 150 it is quiet fitting as we reach the turn of the year. We also produce the milestone 
edition of the NEW VOICE OF GOR .Later in the edition we produce a history of the NEW 
VOICE OF GOR.

Four years - that is a very long time for a newspaper.  Thank you for the feedback so many of 
you have provided. Sometimes newspapers and message boards on Gor can get a bit out of 
touch with the communities they serve. We are working hard to better understand our 
audience and to deliver a valuable product to you on a regular basis.

I hope all of you will continue to reach out to us any time with feedback or questions. We love 
hearing from our readers. Your feedback encourages us and helps us remain connected and 
focused on your needs.



Rarius Yuroki, editor
Wendie (Lemon), HoY scribe and NEW VOICE OF GOR staff

______________________________________________

##   ALL OVER GOR

03   [OOC] FROM ROLE-PLAY TO BESTSELLER?

Interview with Verona Lorgsval (a.k.a. Victoria Osborne), former editor of the "Voice of Gor"

taken from Nu Vibez Magazine February 2014 [http://www.nuvibezmag.com/]

(...) The Voice of Gor. I ran that newspaper for nearly three years. It became one of the most 
read papers in Second Life and the largest paper. Many people have asked me, why Gor: It 
certainly isn't because I agree with John Norman's portrayal of women, I just found der 
greater diversity of personalities, and some gorgeous builds all over Gor. The fact that what 
happened on one sim could impact what happened on another sim. I wanted to create a 
paper that would let everyone know, in character, what was going on in other cities.

I just kept at it, and was available and learned to delegate. I had a business partner to help 
me out. Willow Jenipe joined me at the paper when it still was in Vonda. Together we helped 
to create a more cohesive and unified Gor. Even people outside ot Gor were reading the 
paper just to see what was happening. The Voice of Gor got John Norman's attention and I 
communicated with him about it. I finally got burned out, and one of my editors took it over so 
the Voice of Gor has never truly stopped.

I had started out a scribe, a high caste person in Gor, because I lived to write. The newspaper
just seemed to be a good outlet for me to write. It got the attention on real life publishers, the 
work that went to it, and the length of time I ran it, allows me to put it on my very real-life 
resume.

I had planned on running a series of articles in Roleplay Guide Magazine, that you had 
founded and were publishing Flipa, but your own personal tragedy, and the fact that I had 
burned out on SL with that intensive schedule, meant that those articles never come to pass. I
still write for the Voice of Gor [which is the NEW VOICE OF GOR now] and you can see my 
weekly column in it. I am just no longer running it. (...) 

Full interview:   �   �   �

https://twitter.com/victori64083896
https://www.facebook.com/victoria.osborne.925
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/5792264.Victoria_Osborne/blog

The Student Librarian (A Jason & Mortyiene Mystery) (1) (Volume 1)
A journey to a mystical library deep in the heart of The Red Rock Desert proves deadly. Jason
Littweiler, a young wizard, is assigned a case involving the murders of several guards, with 
the darkly beautiful Mortyiene, as his partner. Upon arriving at The Library, he befriends a 



library cat who helps him find his ways through the library and investigate the deaths of the 
guards. Despite his allergies to cats, he learns to rely upon her knowledge of The Library and 
its denizens. As the investigation unfolds, he learns that the murders are part of a deeper 
plan. Together they uncover a truth that influences the nature of the war itself. The trio 
discovers that the killer has motives more sinister than they can imagine.

http://tinyurl.com/pj5kpgu (Link to Amazon)

04   THENTIS OR THE SOARING HERLIT: WHO HAS THE BLACKWINE?

8reprint "Voice of Gor" Volume 3 Issue 93, 03/23/2011]

by Verona Lorgsvaal

More bloody it seems than even the war between Ar and Tyros is the ongoing merchant war 
between Thentis and The Soaring Herlit, but of these cities have really good points, and both 
of them have their arguments. 

We all know the quotes in the books about how rare and valuable black wine is.  That men 
would pay gold for a single cup.  That men were killed over it.  Which means, as far as the 
books go, Thentis was like an African drug lord and black diamonds, or a Columbian drug lord
and cocaine fields.  However, when I journey to Rovere I am greeted with a warm friendly 
open city with fun and open Role-play, not a bleak blackwine consortium doing cavity 
searches and random house searches to find smuggled black wine.

However, let us consider this quote from Rogue of Gor.

"You may serve the black wine now, in small cups, Lola," said Miss Henderson. "Yes 
Mistress," whispered Lola.
This was a delicacy. I had purchased, some days ago, but we had not yet served it. In a few 
Ehn Lola returned with the tray, with the vessel of steaming liquid, the creams and sugars, the
tiny cups and the small spoons for mixing and measuring.
-Rogue  of Gor

In this passage we see that Jason has bought some black wine a few days ago.  Though the 
passage does indeed make it clear that Black Wine is still a delicacy (shudders at the thought 
of life without three cups of coffee every morning) we pause to wonder how does a dock 
worker without a caste afford a package of black wine?  When the earlier quotes have it 
costing in gold.  At this time Jason has no gold he is barely scraping buy on hard work and a 
strong back. So the only conclusion is somewhere, somehow the city of Thentis must have 
lost it strangle hold on black wine, though still not common it has in fact become more 
affordable so even those without a caste are able to afford it occasionally.

The Soaring Herlit is located in the Thentis range which is part of the range that black wine 
would grow.  Since John Norman has not named every city in Gor yet.  After all in Tarnsman, 
Marlenus rallied the banners of over a hundred cities and even if he managed to rally to his 
banner ever city mentioned in the books from the red hunters to Schendi there would still be 
nowhere near one hundred cities.  



Could The Soaring Herlit have black wine?  Possible they are in the right region and 
somehow even stated in the books, the black wine cartel must have been broken.  Should 
The Soaring Herlit have black wine, that must be decided between the current administration 
of Thentis and The Soaring Herlit.

As for my opinion, if Thentis raids The Soaring Herlit, kills every man woman and child in the 
cityy  burns every building in the city, destroys the black wine fields and salts the fields, then 
Thentis has earned the right to be the sole supplier of black wine.  However, they must also 
implement such a harsh Role-play environment to prevent anyone from stealing it in role-play 
including allowing one person and one person only to know its secret and have them sign 
contracts that their departure from Thentis will involve that characters death that it would be 
very hard to maintain a city.  The role-play of The Soaring Herlit old before the current 
administration to ask a city to undo and declare invalid role-play that has been around for 
longer than the current administration is asking a lot.  

I would like to see again Thentis the controller of Black Wine, and I would support Thentis 
taking back control.  But now it must be done In Game.  Raid The Soaring Herlit, conduct a 
massacre destroy the building in role-play and the fields, and then you will have your black 
wine back. 

05   THE JEWELL THEATRE PRESENTS EN'KARA

2014 Tour

Administrator Stefan habitually wanders through his city in disguise, seeing the best and the 
worst of his Council and his People.  When he returns from a trip wounded, only a poor 
fisherman and his daughter are prepared to help a poor stranger. Now, as the winter storms 
decimate the fishing fleet, it is they who need the help.  

Ring in the Gorean New Year with the Jewell Theatre ~ come and see En'Kara. 

*Saturday March 22 - 3pm SLT
Hillcrest of Tabor

*Sunday March 23 - 12 Noon SLT
Se'Vardi

06   WAITING HAND RITUAL

Pious Goreans!

The Feast of En'Kara approaches, but still, before it, the solemn week of the Waiting Hand 
provides to everyone of us a time for reconciliation, meditation and mourning for the ones we 
have lost over the years.

On Sunday,  March 16th, 1 PM SLT the Ritual of the Waiting Hand shall be conducted at the 



Temple of the Gorean Campus.  During the ritual public confessions and requests are 
permitted (and encouraged).

Runyn
High Initiate 
Gorean Campus Faculty

From Players of Gor, Chapter 1:
"The Waiting Hand, the five-day period preceding the vernal equinox, the first day of spring, is
a very solemn time for most Goreans.  During this time few ventures are embarked upon, and
little or no business is conducted.  During this time most Goreans remain within their houses.  
It is in this time that the doors of many homes are sealed with pitch and have nailed to them 
branches of the brak bush, the leaves of which have a purgative effect.  These precautions, 
and others like them, are intended to discourage the entry of ill luck into the houses.
    In the houses there is little conversation and no song.  It is a time, in general, of mourning, 
meditation and fasting.  All this changes, of course, wit the arrival of the vernal equinox, 
which, in most Gorean cities, marks the New Year."

07   [OOC) GAY GOR [SCHEDULE]

Slaves of Gor, Kajuralia is coming Saturday March 15!  You have 9 days to prepare to harass 
the free!  

Annual festival of slaves, Kajuralia is celebrated once a year in most Gorean cities at one of 
two different moments. The first chosen date for Kajuralia is the last day of the twelfth 
passage hand. The other common date which is used by the city or Ar among others, is the 
last day of the fifth month of the year which is the day preceding the Love Feast. The only city
which is said not to celebrate Kajuralia is Port Kar though we are not told specifically why that 
is.

The Kajuralia, or Holiday of Slaves, or Festival of Slaves, occurs in most of the northern, 
civilized cities of known Gor once a year. The only exception to this that I know of is Port Kar, 
in the delta of the Vosk. The date of the Kajuralia, however, differs. Many cities celebrate it on 
the last day of the Twelfth Passage Hand, the day before the beginning of the Waiting Hand; 
in Ar, however, and certain other cities, it is celebrated on the last day of the fifth month, which
is the day preceding the Love Feast."
Assassin of Gor, 17:229

"This Holiday of Slaves is a time when slaves play pranks upon Masters and Mistresses and 
are generally granted more patience than usual. A number of scenes of Kajuralia can be 
found in Assassin of Gor, where in the city of Ar, Tarl Cabot and others falls prey to the pranks
of slaves on the streets of Ar and within the walls of the house of Cernus. From the mixing of 
salt into porridge to the kidnapping, roping and use of free men as serving slaves for a few 
hours, slaves will, on this day, take their chances with the understanding that they remain at 
the mercy of those they chose to prey on and that this apparent leniency lasts but a day.

“KAJURALIA!” CRIED THE slave girl hurling a basket of Sa-Tarna flour on me, and turning 
and running. I had caught up with her in five steps and kissed her roundly, swatted her and 



sent her packing.
“Kajuralia yourself!” I said laughing, and she, laughing, sped away.
About that time a large pan of warm water splashed down on me from a window some sixteen
feet above the street level. Wringing wet I glared upward. I saw a girl in the window, who blew
me a kiss, a slave girl. “Kajuralia!” she cried and laughed. I raised my fist and shook it and her
head disappeared from the window. A Builder, whose robes were stained with thrown fruit, 
hastily strode by. “You had better be indoors,” said he, “on Kajuralia.”"
Assassin of Gor, 17:223

We're planning for Kajuralia, the Waiting Hand, and Gorean New Year.  We cannot do it 
without you. If you would be interested in hosting, running, sponsoring, or volunteering for 
events, please im Perry Riverstone or Parvin / Xcept Atlas to set one up. 

Also, if you would like to have an event that raises funds for Goreans in Relay for Life please 
contact Xcept Atlas or Kaiila Mahoney.

On the Schedule we have:

Waiting hand -  a time of reflection: March 16th until March 21st

En'Kara - Gorean New Year!  10 Days!
               Friday, March 21        Scimitar - Burning of the brak bushes, and caste offerings
               Saturday,  March 22  Hillcrest - Thalarion Races &  Jewell Theater
               Sunday,  March 23    Kalana Woods Outlaws - Capture the Flag and other events
               Monday, March 24    Reopened Klima!
               Tuesday, March 25    TBA
               Wednesday, March 26  Nyundo - Gorean trivia
               Thursday, March 27    TBA
               Friday, March 28         Ukunga - open air concert
               Saturday, March 29     Cretus - TBA
               Sunday, March 30      Asperiche - Final night of En'Kara

______________________________________________

##  GOREAN CITIES
_______________________

08   PORT OF OLNI  [SCHEDULE]

Capture the Flag every thursday at 5:00 pm

First Saturday of Every Month @ 4 p.m. slt
Olni
Sword Tournament
Contact: Lucy Bronet
_______________________

09   TANCRED'S LANDING



The NEW VOICE OF GOR Library at Tancred's Landing proudly presents (work in progress):

Bookcase I:
THE VONDA VOICE VOL 1 ISSUE 1 (2009-06-19) - THE VONDA VOICE VOL 2 ISSUE 56 
(2010-07-07)

Bookcase 2:
THE VONDA VOICE VOL 2 ISSUE 57  (07/14/2010 - THE VONDA VOICE VOL 2 ISSUE 91 
(03/9/2011)

Bookcase 3:
THE VOICE OF GOR VOL 2 ISSUE 92 (03/16/2011) - THE VOICE OF GOR VOL 3 ISSUE 
132 (01/25/2012)

Bookcase 4:
IANDA [aka LANDA] TIMES - VOL.1 ISSUE 1-46, VOL. 2 ISSUE 47-71

Bookcase 5:
NEW VOICE OF GOR VOL. 2/3 ISSUE 72-98

Bookcase 7 (ground floor):
NEW VOICE OF GOR VOL. 3 ISSUE 99-148

Bookcase 7:
THE FOREST PORT CHRONICLE

Bookcase 8 (miscellanous):
THE GENESIAN GAZETTE (incomplete)
ARCADIAN MESSENGER (incomplete)
JASMINE JOURNAL (incomplete)
LA GAZETTA GOREANA (incomplete)
SAND SLEEN REPORTER (incomplete)
MEQARA GAZETTE (incomplete)
NYUKI NEWS (incomplete)
PORT COS CHRONICLE (incomplete)
THE TURIAN GAZETTE (incomplete)
THE RORUS CHRONICLE (incomplete)
THE KRONICHLE (incomplete)

Feel free to visit us and enjoy!

_______________________

10   ISLE OF TARNS  [SCHEDULE)

From Celina, Chaos' slut

ISLE OF TARNS LUSCIOUS SLAVE DANCING
Isle slaves get together in group dancing for the pleasure of the Free



Every Friday Eve
4-5PM SLT
Dance pit behind the Chatterbox cafe 

ISLE OF TARNS ZAR TOURNAMENT
Matches daily through Finals on Sunday, March 23 with traditional Gorean RP
Sponsored by Zar Guild, Master Azerbain and Master Astary
Take Teleporter at Docks to IoT Zar Tent

_______________________

11   RORUS [SCHEDULE)

Every Saturday @ 6 p.m. slt
Rorus
Capture the Flag
Contact: Joseph Surface
          
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Village%20of%20Rorus/109/155/2994

_______________________

12   TURIA

[with compliments of the House of Yuroki Intelligence Agency]

The owners of the sim have decided things have not been going very well as of late. We have
decided to call a city meeting next saturday afternoon, the 22nd at 12 slt, to discuss the future
of Turia and the viability of the sim.

For this meeting, if you are not present or are unable to be present and do not give notice of 
this, you will be removed from the group. If you are inactive more then two months you will be 
removed from the groups. Please be at the meeting, this is mandatory.

_________________________________________

##    RARE DIALECTS OF GOR

13      ZERTIFIZIERTER HAENDLER VON GOR

Vierteiliges Seminar in Tancred's Landing: 

1. Kurs: Die Haendler- oder Kaufmannskaste auf Gor - Regeln, Prinzipien und Gesetze
Ort: Tancred's Landing, grosse Halle, Freitag, 21. Maerz, 20 Uhr

2. Kurs: Die goreanische Wirtschaft (Optionen im Rollenspiel)
Ort: Tancred's Landing, grosse Halle, Samstag, 22. Maerz, 20 Uhr

3. Unterkasten der Haendlerkaste - Kaufleute im "barbarischen" Gor - Sklavenhaendler



Ort: Tancred's Landing, grosse Halle, Donnerstag, 27. M<erz, 20 Uhr

4. Muenzen und Preise auf Gor
Abschluss und Verleihung der Urkunde "Zertifizierter Haendler"
Ort: Tancred's Landing, grosse Halle, Freitag, 28. Maerz, 20 Uhr

Nur Teilnehmer, die an allen vier Kursen teilgenommen haben, bekommen die Urkunde. Das 
Seminar wird wiederholt (April und Mai), also muss man in einem Durchlauf nicht alle 
Seminare belegen.

Alle Teilnehmer bekommen die Inhalte des Seminars auch als Notecard. Dauer jeweils ca. 1 
Stunde - 90 Minuten. Maximal 15 Teilnehmer pro Kurs. Natuerlich ist das Seminar gratis und 
offen fuer alle.

Sprache: deutsch

Leiter: Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza), Kaufmann und Bankier

14   SKLAVENHAUS DREI MONDE

Heute zu später Stunde traf das Handelsschiff "Hilda" im Hafen der Provinz Rarn ein.

An Board war der Händler Bran Veminium, aus dem hohen Norden kommt er und findet 
Unterkunft im Handelshaus Drei Monde.
Die Fusion von Venimium & Flamnium steht kurz bevor, mögen die Priesterkönige uns hold 
sein und es geschehen lassen. Denn ein grosses Handelshaus in der Nähe von Rarn kann 
uns allen nützlich sein.
Callisthenes 

15   [OOC] G&S

Hallo an alle,
falls einer von euch sein G&S aufgeben möchte, wäre ich interessiert an Feldern , Bäumen 
und Produktionsstätten.
Keine Waren ......
einfach IM an
Batock Anatra

16   WANDERMARKT

Neuer Markt Termin ist zum 23.3.2014
_________________________________________

##    TRADE



17    TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE  (STA)

#   MAGNA CARTA

revived by Saran, The Kasbah of the Guard of the dunes

We vow to  to promote  Justice, ensure domestic tranquility, provide for trade with safety of  
passage, promote the general  well-being, and secure the Blessings of the Priest Kings upon  
the members of this Alliance.

This Southern Trade Alliance was forged for the lands and sands to band together, build 
trade, and unify the southern lands of Gor. The Alliance encourages mutual trade investments
between the member's ports, cities, caravans and oasis. All transactions will be withheld to 
the highest regard. Any disagreements shall be brought to the attentions of the Southern 
Trade Alliance, to be worked out by it's members. Merchant caste law will be followed, due to 
the expanse land territories and mobility of the caravan's. 

#   DECLARATION OF THE TRUE SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE

Declared and confirmed by the high assembly of STA members

Second day of the Third Hand of the month of Se'Kara ( The Second Turning) 10164 
Contasta Ar

To:                       All Gorean Merchants
Concerning:      Tahari Salt decree by the SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE endorsed by the 
Salt Ubar ibn Saran
CC:                       True SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE members

In order to guarantee the fine quality of Tahari Salt (@ TS Trademark), only the following 
oases and cities of the Tahari are allowed to have their salt  trademarked as Tahari Salt (in 
alphabetical order):

        1   Kasbah of the Guard of the Dunes
        2   Oasis of Nine Wells
        3   Oasis of Sand Sleen
        4   City of Tor
        5.  Kasra at the Fayheen river
        6.  Oasis of Klima

The true SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE will control the salt trade of all Tahari Salt (@ TS 
Trademark).  Only members of the SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE (STA) are allowed to sell 
the salt of the above mentioned four places out of the Tahari and each sale should include the
SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE seal. Merchants of all gorean cities are hereby informed that 
Tahari Salt without the seal is considered as smuggling, with all due consequences as a 
result.



This decree will be effective as today.

may you always have water, may your water bags never be empty.

signed by the SOUTHERN TRADE ALLIANCE    

If you see red or yellow salt sacks WITHOUT the coat of arms of the true Southern Trade 
Alliance and the coat of arms of one of these Oases mentioned above, please inform a 
merchant of the true STA immediately or Rarius Yuroki.

SALT PRICES AT THE MOMENT
yellow salt = 1 gold, 42 silver
red salt = 6 gold, 23 silver
1/4 stone yellow salt = 2 silver
1/4 stone red salt = 8 silver
2 stone yellow salt = 18 silver
2 stone red salt = 1 gold, 14 silver

 #   The true Southern Trade Alliance is a trade alliance of southern Gorean cities and oases 
only (and associates of the Vosk region) and has nothing to to with Turia. The STA is the 
biggest and most important trade alliance of southern Gor. 

18  HOUSE OY YUROKI COMPANIES

#   FACTS

The HoY Companies are currently located in Tarnwald (Voltai region), Tancred's landing (Vosk
region) and in Tharna. The HoY Companies are a member of the true Southern Trade 
Alliance. 

#   REWARD - DEAD OR ALIVE

A messenger arrived at the HoY headquarters delivering this scroll, sealed and encrypted:

"On Monday night of this week a man with long dark hair, a small short beard around his jaw 
line and a patch of hair under his chin came to Olni and confronted, if that is a good word, the 
Ubar of Port Olni as he was leaving the small area after a spar match.  The Ubar was talking 
to his Captain of the guards, Siri Emerald.  We found out through his confession that he was 
from Port Salaria.  He wants to kill Yuroki.

 He confessed to using a lot of different weapons so I could not vouch for that..He is slender 
of body and dresses all in black...He usually has a Glaive on that looks like a Q-tip with spikes
on the ends encrusting it.   I have never seen this glaive and I watch weapons obsessively.  It 
is quite unusual."



The House of Yuroki Companies will pay

TWENTY GOLD TARN

for this man DEAD OR ALIVE.

His name is unknown but the description is very accurate:    

ADDENDUM:

[09:20:07] Đιɱί нαεɾυℭ  ຣ SᴋʏᴛᴏᴡᴇʀĐιɱί нαεɾυℭ  ຣ Sᴋʏᴛᴏᴡᴇʀ from the ferry he sailed, toward 
the destination in hand. Information may have been scarce, but it was information he still 
hand. Without a word he would pull the small boat along side the larger one, and proceed to 
clip the nets, climbing from the side fo the ship to the main deck, clear up the mast to the 
vulture's row. From there he climbed over to the pulley, and then to the top of the building 
where that opening was. He shimmied himself passed that and then into the office, clinging to
the shadows calmly and then headed inside where the man was seemingly sleeping. He had 
a contract on this man himself, but instead of carrying it out, he would simply place a dagger 
on the fool's desk, and then leave the wanted poster on the desk jammed into it with a single 
message to him. "Challenge accepted."

[09:28:26] Đιɱί нαεɾυℭ  ຣ SᴋʏᴛᴏᴡᴇʀĐιɱί нαεɾυℭ  ຣ Sᴋʏᴛᴏᴡᴇʀ once that was done, he would 
simply head back out the same way he came in, diving off of the side of the building to the 
water below, and swimming back to his boat, before the beasts became akin to his presence 
in their dwelling. Once he was secured back in his boat, he would simply sail himself back off 
toward his next destination further down the vosk.

#    SEEKING MERCENARIES, AGENTS AND MERCHANTS   

The HoY Companies are currently located in Tarnwald (Voltai region), Tancred's landing (Vosk
region/Saleria) and in Tharna. The HoY Companies are a member of the true Southern Trade 
Alliance.  

The HoY Companies (Trading company and bank) is a privately owned company. It employs 
its own bankers, merchants and elite guards, all of the highest quality. More branches are 
under construction.

The House of Yuroki Companies (HoY) is looking to recruit Mercenaries. They will be used to 
escort Hoy caravans throughout Gor and protect the merchants.

Remuneration is by the 4 Hands ranging from 1 silver to 1 gold depending on the work 
required.

Merchants are also required to further the interests of the house of HoY remuneration is 
negotiable. 
Agents in other cities are also required. 



[OOC] We accept apprentices too or players who want to learn how to roleplay. 

Ask Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki Uriza) for details

#    THE HOUSE OF HOY JOB OFFERS

BANKERS / COIN MERCHANTS REQUIRED 

Applications are invited for the post of" Banker"  and (coin) merchant  in the below listed cities
(these cities have a bank building but no banker, the banker must be citizen of that city)

OASIS OF SAND SLEEN
PORT OF OLNI
KASRA/FAYHEEN
ABYDOS

Duties will include 
Normal banking duties
Keeping of records - ledger
Exchange of coins 
checking of coins for quality 
checking for rare coins 
contracts for trade 

Apprentices accepted too.
Applications to Rarius Yuroki

19   CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATES HOY BANK

The base unit of exchange rates are the coins of the city of Tharna.

NEW The HoY bank accepts and converts coins from the City of Victoria (1:1)

The gold tarn disk of Ar is considered to be the standard by which other cities, such as Ko-Ro-
Ba and Port Kar. set the value of their own coinage. It is worth, generally, 10 silver tarsks, but 
standardization is slight due to the shaving or splitting of the coin as well as faulty scales that 
contribute to the debasing of the coinage. (pg. 155, Rogue of Gor)

_______________________________________________

##  GAMES

20   GOREAN TOURNAMENT GUILD

The GTG is an independent affiliation of all Gorean Sims or groups that are working towards 
improving and promoting the tournament experience for all. By the Books, Gorean Evolved, or



something in-between, that does not matter. We are simply Gorean, and there for all 
Goreans.   

What you get by joining? 

Sims & Groups: 
•    We promote your tournament contests.
•    We offer you opportunities to join with other Sims into tournaments that continue from Sim 
contest to Sim contest, over a full season, ending with individual and team scoring. (example: 
Blades of Steel) 
•    We assist you in the logistics and planning of such tournaments and contests. 
•    As a Host member you partake in the setting of rules and deciding of tournament styles to 
be offered. 

Sponsors: 
We offer you the opportunity to show your weapons, to a large and experienced audience, in 
real-time usage situations. 

Individuals: 
•    You get specific information on times, dates, locations and styles of tournaments ongoing 
all over SL-Gor. 
•    Once you have contested and placed at an event, you are listed in the seasonal scoring 
and can compare yourself overall to all other contestants in that tournament. Scoring is done 
for individuals plus their respective team/city/group. (example: Tarl Cabot is listed 1st in 
Blades of Steel BtBs rules, and Ko Ro Ba Reds are listed 4th in overall city/team scores.)  
•    Lastly, you get a chance at winning some real L$s. 

How to Join? 

Cities, Teams or Groups contact:
•    Zane Kanze
•    Khгøиøѕ Rγц (Dark Kegel)
•    Sahiela Lavendel 
•    Rei Nori 
_______________________________________________

22   ADMIN SEEKS HOME

Will work for paga.
Extensively experienced, Administrator, seeks sim that needs an extensively experienced 
Administrator.  I have my very own slave, so, I won't need more than another couple, or so. 
Can start immediately.  Please send inquiries to my girl, Jadoretu Anatine.

Tylur Anatine
 _______________________________________________
 
##   LYRICS
 
23  MARCH OF CAMBREADTH



 
By Heather Alexander (1997)
(taken from the Vonda Voice vol. 1, issue 1, 23/06/2009)

Axes flash, broadsword swing,
Shining armour's piercing ring
Kaila run with polished shield,
Fight Those Bastards till They Yield
Midnight mare and blood red roan,
Fight to Keep this Land Your Own
Sound the horn and call the cry,
How Many of Them Can We Make Die!

Follow orders as you're told,
Make Their Yellow Blood Run Cold
Fight until you die or drop,
A Force Like Ours is Hard to Stop
Close your mind to stress and pain,
Fight till You're No Longer Sane
Let not one damn cur pass by,
How Many of Them Can We Make Die!

Guard your women and children well,
Send These Bastards Back to Hell
We'll teach them the ways of war,
They Won't Come Here Any More
Use your shield and use your head,
Fight till Every One is Dead
Raise the flag up to the sky,
How Many of Them Can We Make Die!

Dawn has broke, the time has come,
Move Your Feet to a Marching Drum
We'll win the war and pay the toll,
We'll Fight as One in Heart and Soul
Midnight mare and blood red roan,
Fight to Keep this Land Your Own
Sound the horn and call the cry,
How Many of Them Can We Make Die!

Axes flash, broadsword swing,
Shining armour's piercing ring
Kaila run with polished shield,
Fight Those Bastards till They Yield
Midnight mare and blood red roan,
Fight to Keep this Land Your Own
Sound the horn and call the cry,
How Many of Them Can We Make Die!
_______________________________________________



##   SIM ADVERTISEMENT

24   THENTIS

Thentis is back and under new Leadership and ownership
Fri 14 Mar 2014 23:05:57 

Tal Goreans Thentis is back and we are looking for all caste please come and visit the new 
build and check out the new  people who live and work here   if you havent seen the new 
build its a wonder for all be well Goreans

25   ISFAHAN

In the remote Voltai Ranges, lies Isfahan, an exotic city in the far east at the northern edge of 
the Tahari. Isfahan's dark-skinned masters want new citizens and slaves to add to their 
diverse culture.  We invite new citizens of any race.

Isfahan is a no-raid-city.  It's new but growing.  Housing is available for permanent residents 
at no cost.

A member of the Southern Trade Alliance, Isfahan is in contact with many other sims for trade
RP.

Isfahan is high in tolerance and low in rules.

Feel free to visit at any time and be welcome.  If you would like to discuss joining, contact 
Duryodana-Khan (Jerome Ferina).

25   AGRHI (BTB)

Agrhi is on the southern border of the Northern Forests. Glossu Albans laid a Homestone, 
something small for himself and those close. Soon, it became a thriving village filled with 
trade and has continued to grow as more people join. As there is a mixing from both north and
south, It follows the southern caste system with many northern influences.

We are currently growing and are accepting all roles and timezones. We encourage you to 
stop in and check us out...see if you feel we are a good fit. Worst case senario...you have 
some good roleplay. Best case you may have found a new home.

Raids happened in Gor and we get that. However, we very much follow in line with the books. 
Agrhi is a trade port and is largely neutral. Find a roleplay reason that makes sense and we 
will happily follow the story line and raid.

OOCly, we value each and every one of our players. Though someone plays a role...we do 
not allow people to push those boundaries OOCly. We never treat a slave less than the admin
... unless we are in RP...and then expect to be treated as any Gorean slave might. We have 



hit a balance of low drama between members and would like to keep it that way.

_______________________________________________

##    ADVERTISEMENT

#    GOREAN HERALD MAGAZINE

The Gorean Herald Magazine is an offworld, PDF format magazine aimed at both Role 
players and Life-stylists. The goal behind it is to provide helpful information and tips to all 
Goreans. It is approached in an out of character by the book stand point, with articles written 
from the perspective of the author and not that of the magazine itself. Complete with a 
classified section to help get word about your sim, event, or other needs (life-stylists).  

The release date of the first issue is set for the first day of the first hand of the month of 
En'Kara (March 21). If you would like to advertise your sim, or an event that is scheduled 
there after, or any services offered/wanted (both IC and OOC) contact Zyke Dragoone, or 
send an email to thegoreanherald@gmail.com.

There is also a group here in sl all set up for the announcement of release. 

Ettore Bladesong ((Zyke Dragoone))
Editor of the Gorean Herald Magazine

#   VELOX DELIVERY SERVICE - TANCRED'S LANDING

Velox Delivery Service takes cargo all over Gor.  We make it our mission to get your items 
where they need to go by the fastest way possible.  Whether it is by land, water, or air, we do 
our best to guarantee the security of every package.  Although the service is based out of 
Tancred's Landing, our couriers will pick up packages from any city, village, or port.

Terms of our delivery service:
 - Our couriers will accept all forms of cargo; letters, food, livestock, materials, and people.
 - We accept all forms of payment monetary as well as trade (expect when in Tancred's 
Landing where we will only accept prim coins and not hud or other types of coins)
 - Prices vary depending on weight of cargo, length of journey, and other details
 - We will not KNOWINGLY transport any illegal goods.
 - We have scheduled routes and can be easily located in Tancred's Landing at the docks.  
For security reasons we will not disclose our routes but we will let you know if a place is 
located on one of them.
- Lost or stolen cargo will be reimbursed only when agreed upon before delivery.  Depending 
on the circumstances Velox Delivery Service or the couriers of said cargo will make adequate 
restitution.
- Velox Delivery Service remains neutral in any and all wars and disputes regardless of the 
home stone or background of its couriers.

#   DARK ROSE CREATIONS ADVERTISEMENT



Port Olni Market Place is the home of Dark Rose Creations.  Dark Rose is the purveyor of 
clothing to all of Gor.  Her designs for free women meet the test of by the book cities and her 
garments for free men are worn by males of  distinction and taste.  Look through her racks of 
slave silks and everyday livery.  The fabric colors and flow will delight the most discerning, 
free or slave.  Lady Rose is expanding her store in the coming months.  She has hired a 
cobbler to fabricate her shoe and boot designs.  She has some complete garments with 
shoes now.  Please use the Land Mark to arrive in the Port Olni Market

#   GOREANS PORTAL RADIO

We have been around broadcasting to Goreans for Over 8yrs, we started in IRC...and moved 
here to Second Life in 2004. So all Goreans that have been around for awhile in this SlGor 
community know us and Our Good Standards. But there have been some changes To forms 
and such so this is for the New that have never heard of us and for the Old timers that just 
need the new forms.

The mandate of Goreans Portal Radio has always been to be a positive presence on Gor, to 
model the core values of Gor and to provide a place for discussion, education and 
entertainment that is for, by, about and to Goreans. We hope to bring only what is relevant, 
what is interesting, what is educational and what is entertaining to our listeners.

Goreans Portal Radio offers a variety of broadcasts from a host of skilled broadcasters from 
different parts of the world, with incredible collections of music and information. We 
encourage a fun, relaxed atmosphere, and you can expect a surprise show now and again. 
We are  Gorean. Always. Basic Gorean protocols apply at all times.   

You can find out more about us by going to   http://www.goreansportal.com/ 
and also can use the media player at this web address to listen

You can find our schedule here: http://www.goreansportal.com/Radio/calendar/

If you would like more information in world, please contact Varik Marat, VictorianLace 
Goodliffe ,  razi Berry or any staff member we are all available to help if we can.

#   THE GOREAN WHIP RADIO
"Feel the sting of the WHIP"

TO STREAM THE GOREAN WHIP ON YOUR LAND:

1. Click on "World" 
2.  Click on "About Land"
3.  Click on "Media Tab"
4.  Type:    http://50.7.98.106:8538/

TO PLAY ON WINAMP OR MEDIA PLAYER:



1. Click on "File"
2. Click on play URL
3. Type:     http://50.7.98.106:8538/

To schedule The WHIP to broadcast YOUR next event (dance competition, tournament, 
ceremonies, grand opening, etc), please contact Brett Bertolucci, or Jay Sparrowtree

Visit our Website at http://www.goreanwhip.com and our Facebook page at 
https://www.facebook.com/TheGoreanWhipRadio.

#   THE GOREAN RECRUITMENT CENTRE

As listed in the SL destination guide, on its Website and in World via the SL3 viewer
And Now on the "Tumbler" Loads of New people coming and looking for RP destinations

The Gorean Recruitment Centre (GRC) has, since its creation in 2009 , expanded on a 
regular basis. and this is due NOT to the wishes of the Owner, but because of the needs of 
the people who use it.

The GRC is now a Part of the ROLEPLAY CENTRE ( RPC) but it retains its total Gorean 
Theme and is 100% separate from the RPC itself. they just share the same  landing point.
As the signs show. The GRC HALL is to the Right and through an Archway.

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Hastings/95/161/1011    �

Best Wishes
Astarte Hubbenfluff

#   GOREAN UNIVERSITY

The Gorean University
(previously Gorean Pleasure Silk University)
Educating Gor since 2008
Schedule of classes and events: http://www.localendar.com/public/GPSUStaff
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serendipity%20Falls/135/95/25

#   GOREAN CAMPUS

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena%20Aquarius/10/126/2

-   Classes

Monday Mar 17th - Amphitheatre - Weekly 
Tournament Kaissa Play - Alfie - 10 am



Monday Mar 17th - Amphitheatre - Weekly 
Gorean Basics Seminar - Amari - 1:30 pm

Monday Mar 17th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly 
Physicians of Gor Training - Kaiila - 3 pm

Monday Mar 17th - Arena - Weekly 
The Gor That Is (WHIP radio show) - Jacob Gatz - 6 pm

Tuesday Mar 18th - Meet at the docks - Weekly
Guided Campus Tour - Dani - 12 noon

Tuesday Mar 18th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
Gor Cultures (in Italian) - Lady Alys - 2:30 pm

Tuesday Mar 18th - Courtroom - Occasional
Initiate Law - Runyn - 1 pm

Tuesday Mar 18th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Weekly Medical Seminar - Jerrod - 3 pm

Tuesday Mar 18th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
New to Gor - Krista - 6:30 pm

Wednesday Mar 19th - Arena - Weekly
Write your First Dance - Raaja, Baby, Kira, Ceist - 4 pm

Wednesday Mar 19th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
Pleasure Slave Course (Full) - Ahwi  - 6 pm

Wednesday Mar 19th -  Amphitheatre - Weekly
Intermediate Scribe - Paul Florent - 6 pm

Thursday Mar 20th - Campfire - Weekly
Kajira Refresher - Thistle - 11 am

Thursday Mar 20th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
Pleasure Slave Course (Full) - Ahwi - 1 pm

Thursday Mar 20th - Campfire - Weekly
Reading Tarnsman of Gor (in voice) - Alekk Baroque - 2 pm

Thursday Mar 20th - Maproom classroom - Weekly
Slave Assistant to Ambassador - GAA - 4 pm

Thursday Mar 20th - Lounge - Weekly
Read Gor Like a Scholar - Rose - 6 pm

Friday Mar 21st - Maproom classroom -  Weekly



Gorean Ambassador - GAA - 4 pm

Friday Mar 21st - Maproom classroom -  Weekly
Gorean Cartographer - GAA - 5 pm

Saturday Mar 22nd - Inn and Arena - Occasional
GLA Graduation Day - Janette - 12 noon - 4 pm; 
Party 4 pm - 6 pm 

Sunday Mar 23rd - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Initiate Law - Runyn - 1 pm

Sunday March 23rd - Chapel - Occasional
Live Concert - Dainial - 2:30 pm

Monday Mar 24th - Campfire - Weekly 
Panther Girl Discussion - Minx - 12 noon

Monday Mar 24th - Amphitheatre - Weekly 
Gorean Basics - Amari - 1:30 pm

Monday Mar 24th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly 
Physicians of Gor Training - Kaiila - 3 pm

Monday Mar 24th - Arena - Weekly 
The Gor That Is (WHIP radio show) - Jacob Gatz - 6 pm

Tuesday Mar 25th - Meet at the docks - Weekly
Guided Campus Tour - Dani - 12 noon

Tuesday Mar 25th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
Gor Cultures (in Italian) - Lady Alys - 2:30 pm

Tuesday Mar 25th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Medical Seminar - Jerrod - 3 pm

Tuesday Mar 25th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
New to Gor - Krista - 6:30 pm

Wednesday Mar 26th - Outdoor Classroom - Weekly 
RP in Different Gor Regions - Soraya - 12 noon

Wednesday Mar 26th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly 
All About the Pani - Kazuma - 1:30 pm

Wednesday Mar 26th - Arena - Weekly
Write your First Dance - Raaja, Baby, Kira, Ceist - 4 pm

Wednesday Mar 26th - Gallery classroom - Weekly



Pleasure Slave Course (Full) - Ahwi  - 6 pm

Wednesday Mar 26th -  Amphitheatre - Weekly
Intermediate Scribe - Paul Florent - 6 pm

Thursday Mar 27th - Campfire - Weekly
Kajira Refresher - Thistle - 11 am

Thursday Mar 27th - Gallery classroom - Weekly
Pleasure Slave Course (Full) - Ahwi - 1 pm

Thursday Mar 27th - Campfire - Weekly
Reading Tarnsman of Gor (in voice) - Alekk Baroque - 2 pm

Thursday Mar 27th - Maproom classroom - Weekly
Slave Assistant to Ambassador - GAA - 4 pm

Thursday Mar 27th - Lounge - Weekly
Read Gor Like a Scholar - Rose - 6 pm

Friday Mar 28th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Understanding Slavers Caste - Jonathon - 1 pm

Friday Mar 28th - Maproom classroom -  Weekly
Gorean Ambassador - GAA - 4 pm

Friday Mar 28th - Maproom classroom -  Weekly
Gorean Cartographer - GAA - 5 pm

Sunday Mar 30th - Outdoor classroom - Bi-Monthly
Gorean FW Basics - Juvana - 9 am

Sunday Mar 30th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Basic Initiates - Runyn - 1 pm

Sunday Mar 30th - Outdoor classroom - Weekly
Assistant Healers - Darwin - 4:30 pm

- Events

Saturday Mar 22nd - Inn and Arena - Occasional
GLA Graduation Day - Janette - 12 noon - 4 pm; 
Party 4 pm - 6 pm 

Sunday March 23rd - Chapel - Occasional
Live Concert - Dainial - 2:30 pm

Monday April 5th - Amphitheatre - Occasional
Poetry & Comedy Show - Panner & Quercus - 1 pm



Saturday April 12th - New Surprise Location 
Grand Opening Event - Lady Jan - 1 pm

Saturday May 3rd - Arena - Occasional
Pleasure Slave Graduation - Ahwi - 1 pm

Monday May 5th - Games Pavilion - Occasional
Kaissa Tournament - matches to be advised

-   Dance contests

Saturday April 26th - Arena - 1 pm

Saturday May 17th - Arena - 1 pm - Beginners Dance Contest

Saturday June 28th - Arena - 1 pm

-   INTERMEDIATE SCRIBE COURSE
instructor: Master Paul
starts: Wednesday March 12th 6 PM
Maproom
classes each Wednesday at 6 PM

#     GOREAN LEGAL ACADEMY (GLA)

http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507

LEGAL COURSES

Magistrate & Advocate Courses
Lady Janette Inglewood
Olni High Magistrate 
Head of School, Gorean Legal Academy

~ GLA offers two main legal courses. 
There is no charge and courses are open to both free and slaves.  

1)   GOREAN MAGISTRATE COURSE

~ eight, one hour classes and two pieces of written work. We cover issues such as the laws, 
sentencing, IC/OOC, court procedures, jurisdiction and day to day tasks.  It is a friendly 
discursive style class.

~ graduation certificates for both your profile and for display (examples)



~ graduates receive a Magistrate's Wand of Office

~ next course begins 
January 20th 2014 
for 8 weeks
classes each Monday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

2)   GOREAN ADVOCATE COURSE

~ Eight,  one hour classes. 
Course is based around RP trials.  We focus on the law, courtroom procedure and tactics as 
we role-play a series of case studies.
Two further cases are covered as written work.

~ graduation certificates for both your profile and for display  (examples)

classes each Tuesday at:
1pm OR 5pm  SLT

3) SCRIBE DIPLOMA COURSE

~ The Scribe Diploma Course is a self study course requiring written answers and essays. 
Each assignment is submitted to the tutor for marking. This course can be done at the 
learner's own pace.

~ Topics covered include: Caste, sub-Castes, Caste codes, first and second knowledge, 
language and the role of the Scribe. The course has been run for a long time now, with many 
excellent Scribes having completed it and it is also applicable for Scribe slaves.

~ There is no charge for this course and graduation certificates for both your profile and for 
display, as well as special commemorative jewellery, are awarded upon successful 
completion.

~ To commence this course, please contact me, Lady Jan (janette Inglewood) or my girl Krista
(krista1k resident).

_______________________________________________

##   KNOWLEDGE

27   KAJURALIA

"The Festival of Slaves" it is held in most Gorean cities (except Port Kar, where it is not 
celebrated at all) on the last day of the twelfth Passage Hand (March 15th). In Ar, it is 
celebrated on the last day of the fifth month (August 12th), the day which precedes the Love 
Feast. Upon this day, slaves may take liberties which are otherwise not permitted them during



the year, including the drinking of wine and liquor, the freedom to roam at will (provided of 
course they do not attempt to escape from their owners permanently), the freedom to choose 
their own sexual partners and to couch with slaves of the opposite sex whom they find 
attractive, temporary suspension of all work and duties, and even the opportunity to play 
(minor)  After the twentieth ahn, however, they are expected to be back in their respective 
kennels and slave quarters to resume the services required by their imbonded status; slaves 
who "go renegade" during Kajuralia are typically punished severely if recaptured, and are 
often executed for such an offense. 

Quotes:

The Kajuralia, or the Holiday of Slaves, or Festival of Slaves, occurs in most of the northern, 
civilized cities of known Gor once a year. The only exception to this that I know of is Port Kar, 
in the delta of the Vosk. The date of the Kajuralia, however, differs. Many cities celebrate it on 
the last day of the Twelfth Passage Hand, the day before the beginning of the Waiting Hand; 
in Ar, however, and certain other cities, it is celebrated on the last day of the fifth month, which
is the day preceding the Love Feast.
-Assassin of Gor - pg. 229

He put forth his goblet but, suddenly, unexpectedly, she drew back the pitcher.
“What is the meaning of this?” he cried.
“Kajuralia!” she laughed.
“Will you not serve me?” asked Relius in anger.
Virginia Kent, to my amazement, put aside the pitcher of wine.
“I would serve you,” she said, and put her hands behind his neck and suddenly pressed her 
lips, to the delight of those present, boldly to his.
“Kajuralia,” she whispered.
“Kajuralia,” mumbled he, closing his arms upon her, devouring her.
-Assassin of Gor - pg. 239

"Kajuralia!" cried the slave girl hurling a basket of Sa-Tarna flour on me, and turning and 
running. I had caught up with her in five steps and kissed her roundly, swatted her and sent 
her packing.
"Kajuralia yourself!" I said laughing, and she, laughing, sped away.
About that time a large pan of warm water splashed down on me from a window some sixteen
feet above the street level. Wringing wet I glared upward.
I saw a girl in the window, who blew me a kiss, a slave girl. "Kajuralia!" she cried and laughed.
I raised my fist and shook it and her head disappeared from the window.
A Builder, whose robes were stained with thrown fruit, hastily strode by. "You had better be 
indoors," said he, "on Kajuralia."
Assassin of Gor     Book 5     Page 223

The Kajuralia, or the Holiday of Slaves, or Festival of Slaves, occurs in most of the northern, 
civilized cities of known Gor once a year. The only exception to this that I know of is Port Kar, 
in the delta of the Vosk. The date of the Kajuralia, however, differs. Many cities celebrate it on 
the last day of the Twelfth Passage Hand, the day before the beginning of the Waiting Hand; 
in Ar, however, and certain other cities, it is celebrated on the last day of the fifth month, which
is the day preceding the Love Feast.
Assassin of Gor     Book 5     Page 229



This was the evening of Kajuralia.
There was much hilarity in the hall of the House of Cernus, and, though it was early in the 
evening, Paga and full-strength Ka-la-na were flowing.
Ho-Tu threw down his spoon in disgust, grinning at me wryly.
His gruel had been salted to the point of being inedible; he flared disgustedly down at the wet 
mash of porridge and salt.
"Kajuralia, Master," said Elizabeth Cardwell to Ho-Tu,
Assassin of Gor   Book 5   Page 237

28   MARKINGS OF A GOREAN BLACK CASTE MEMBER 

(reprint "Voice of Gor" Volume 3 Issue 93, 03/23/2011

by Sahiela Lavendel

For the non Black Caste member there is certain knowledge that every Gorean would know 
about a Black Caste member and they are the outward signs of employment a Black Caste 
member uses: 

1.    If the BC is on an assassination mission, he will wear a tattoo like black dagger on his 
forehead. If this is the case, city guards may not under any circumstance refuse him entrance 
to their city. To do so would be to not only bind all other Black Caste into avenging this, but 
also the Black Caste could ban the city itself and no one of the city would be able to use their 
services thereafter. 

2.    The Black Caste member is wearing a Gold Slash on the left temple of helmet, hat or 
Turban. This BC is acting as a messenger and has total diplomatic immunity under Merchant 
Law. While wearing the Gold Slash, he is not interested in fighting or killing anyone. His goal 
is to deliver his message. For either the recipient or anyone else to kill or stop this BC 
member is not only an absolute violation of Merchant law, to do so would create a vendetta 
within the whole of the Black Caste against that city or person. It would also dishonor whoever
did so and their city. 

3.    The BC member has neither Black Dagger nor Gold Slash showing. This member is open
for hire. He also would not be afforded any of the privileges he would have while otherwise 
"on duty". 

4. A BC member is given tattoos after his training: One black dagger upon left pectoral above 
the heart, to show that honor is upheld above all else. Another black dagger on the right 
shoulder blade, to show that he stands at the right side of  justice. 

Quotes to Validate the above from "Assasin of Gor":

Yet none would stand in the way of Kuurus for he wore on his forehead, small and fine, the 
sign of the black dagger.

When he of the Caste of Assassins has been paid his gold and has received his charge he 



affixes on his forehead that sign, that he may enter whatever city he pleases, that none may 
interfere with his work.

Kuurus, of the caste of Assassins, entered the great gate of Ar. Guardsmen did not detain 
him, for he wore on his forehead the mark of the black dagger.

"For whom do you wear on your forehead the mark of the black dagger?" queried Portus 
discreetly.

"May I ask," inquired Cernus, "for whom you wear on your forehead the mark of the black 
dagger?"

I would speak of these things, to some extent, with Cernus for it was important, though 
perilous, that he should understand what purported to be my mission. It was now time that 
certain things should be revealed, that they might leak into the streets of Ar.

They stopped playing. The slave girls in Pleasure Silk turned and stood stock still, the Paga 
flasks cradled over their right forearms. Not even the bells locked to their left ankles made a 
sound. Not a paga bowl was lifted nor a hand moved. The men looked at the Assassin, who 
regarded them, one by one. Men turned white under that gaze. Some fled from the tables, 
lest, unknown to themselves, it be they for whom this man wore the mark of the black dagger. 

There are few men who have done great wrong or who have powerful, rich enemies who do 
not tremble upon learning that one has been brought to their city who wears the dagger.

I had removed the livery of the black caste and had washed the sign of the dagger from my 
forehead.

There I had once more donned the black of the Assassin. There, once more, I had affixed on 
my forehead the mark of the dagger.
"The killer?" said Cernus, his voice breaking.
I said nothing.
"You are Tarl Cabot!" he cried. "Tarl Cabot of Ko-ro-ba!"
"I am Kuurus," I told him.
"You wear upon your forehead the mark of the black dagger," whispered Cernus.
"It is for you," I told him.

They would on the whole be as much for hire as the Assassins, save that the Assassin, once 
the dagger has been painted on his forehead, signaling he is hunting, is loyal to a fee.
Swordsmen of Gor   Book 29   Page 244

Messenger: 

I dyed my hair black and acquired the helmet and gear of an Assassin. Across the left temple 
of the black helmet I fixed the golden slash of the messenger.
Tarnsman of Gor   Book 1   Page 176

I wore the garb of the Caste of Assassins, and on the left temple of the black helmet was the 



golden slash of the messenger.
Tarnsman of Gor   Book 1   Page 192

I had expected to be fired on immediately but suddenly remembered that I still wore the garb 
of the messenger. No Assassin would fire on me, and no one else would dare.
Tarnsman of Gor   Book 1   Page 204

by Sahiela Lavendel 

____________________________

##   ONLINEISM OF THE WEEK

"Note to women. Fake prim boobs are not attractive to men."  (Stolen from the profile of Harry
Horchester)

[18:11]  XXX: What is the new voice of gor?
[18:11]  Rarius Yuroki [Yuroki Uriza]: the biggest gorean newspaper
[18:11]  Rarius Yuroki [Yuroki Uriza]: tomorrow the last issue of the third year
[18:11]  XXX: Wow I have been in SL for 3 years and never heard of it
[18:12]  XXX: I must be living under a rock

______________________________________________

##     ABOUT THE NEW VOICE OF GOR

#    (OOC) FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTION

Is the  NEW VOICE OF GOR OOC or IC?

This newspaper is available IN CHARACTER at message boards in several cities. But it has 
OOC parts and IC parts which can be identified although many people mix both.  We try to 
keep the two separate. But if you start a storyline based on an IC article of the NEW VOICE 
OF GOR it would be useful for a moderator to have a log where you have read the message 
ICly.

The NEW VOICE OF GOR can be true or false, propaganda or journalism like on earth. 
There is no freedom of the press on Gor. Why let the truth get in the way of a good story?!

"Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards.
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember."
(Magicians of Gor)

Why is "publicare et propagare" the motto of the NEW VOICE OF GOR?



You all know that Goreans use message boards to spread news, announcements and gossip.
Such are found at various points in Ar, such as the vicinity of squares and plazas, near 
markets, and on major streets and avenues.

Books are rare on Gor and expensive. Paper is the essential trade good of the Rencers and 
they sell their wares on both the eastern and western edges of the Delta of the Vosk river. The
NEW VOICE OF GOR is a collection of rence paper scrolls but the editor paid some message
boards too to spread the newspaper. Gorean Public Boards sometimes made people angry. 
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 

We took our motto from the Acta Diurna [latin: Daily Acts sometimes translated as Daily Public
Records] on earth. The Acta Diurna were daily official notices in ancient Rome, a sort of daily 
gazette. They were carved on stone or metal and presented in message boards in public 
places like the Forum of Rome. 

Acta Diurna introduced the expression "publicare et propagare", which means "make public 
and propagate". This expression was set in the end of the texts and proclaimed a release to 
both Roman citizens and non-citizens.

#   THE NEW VOICE OF GOR is available:

for members of the group Cartographers and Explorers of Gor
for members of the group BTB Goreans
for members of the group Alliance of Valkyrie Panthers
for members of the group Gorean Information and Notices 
for members of the group Goreanische Freie Presse
for members of the group Marktverbund
for members of the group - Neu auf Gor -

Available in character:
Village of Abydos (in front of the Borgin Herbs & Spices store) 
http://slurl.com/secondlife/Saints%20Row/189/44/651
City Port of Olni (gate house)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Olni/127/8/507
Tharna (skybox) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Tharna/40/108/4044
New Tancred's Landing (new library) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Hunters%20Cove/128/128/2
Tampica Woods (library) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Rheannon/196/22/33
Outskirts of Tarnwald (docks) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Daydreams/192/159/29
City of Victoria (caste tower) http://slurl.com/secondlife/Wakame/216/114/32

Available OOC:
Gorean campus (Library)  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Serena%20Aquarius/76/16/25
Gor Hub: http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/0%200%20Acajou/54/85/43
The RPC - GRC Sim Info Centre  http://slurl.com/secondlife/Hastings/95/161/1011

If you want to have a dispenser of the  NEW VOICE OF GOR (6 prims, not transfer) on your 
sim, please contact Yuroki Uriza

The NEW VOICE OF GOR  http://www.gorean-forums.com


